We notice that the un-normalised wave functions reflected in the paper fail to satisfy the appropriate eigevalue relations . Further the C-symmetry operator presented in the paper also fails to satisfy the appropriate commutation relationi.e [H, C] = 0 .
where it understood that a,b,c are real numbers/variables . The un-normalised wave functions discussed earlier by Zafar [4] are the following Let us consider two simple cases as follows
and
where r =
The eigenvalues of this non-hermian operator are
Interested reader will notice that the above wave functions do not satisfy the eigenvalue relation as
More explicitly , this is due to
Similarly
However we find the two un-normalised wave functions as
where
Interested reader will notice that the present un-normalised wave functions satisfy the eigenvalue relation as
Similarly we also notice that C-symmetry operator (presented earlier [4] )
does not commute with the hamiltonian matrix as
However , we present the correct form of C-symmetry operator [4, 5] 
which commutes with the Hamiltonian matrix as
Further it is easy to check the following λ C B = ±1 and (C B ) 2 = 1. In conclusion we rectify the iso-spectral PT-symmetry operator discussed earlier by Zafar [4] some time back in view of C-symmetry importance in quantum mechanics of non-hermitian operators [5, 6] .
